The existence of the fourth family heavy unstable neutrino v4 with my4 > m~ and the dominant mixing angle J Ux4Jz=0.042-0.10, is postulated from the present data on the lifetime and the leptonic branching ratios of the x-. The fast decay of a heavy v4 makes it undetectable in present experiments, while the future detection at Z ° factories is shown to be very promising, provided my4 ~< 46 GeV. The contributions of this massive v4 and other fourth family fermions to the total decay widths ofZ ° and W -+ are considered. If the 90% CL of the present UA2's data on Fz/Fw is valid, either the t-quark or v4 or both should be seen (mr ~< 76
I. Introduction
One of the most fundamental aspects of particle physics today is the observed replication of fermion (quark and lepton) families. Neither the mass spectra of these fundamental fermions nor their mixing angles (e.g. KM angles) are well understood, let alone the number of famlies itself. In particular, the physics of the fourth family of quarks and leptons, if the fourth family indeed exists, can be much different from those of the first three families, and may greatly surprise us in the forthcoming collider experiments.
In this article, we suggest that this is indeed the case at least for the lepton sector, and postulate the existence of the fourth family massive neutrino whose mass is greater than that of the x lepton (me= 1.78 GeV), in order to account for the apparent discrepancy between the recently observed lifetime of the x and the theoretical expectation for the leptonic decay rates and their measured branching ratios. This heavy (and unstable) neutrino is shown to mix among the usual three neutrinos dominantly with v~, with the mixing angle of the order of the Cabibbo angle, in order to account for the observed lifetime of the x. The observability of this neutrino in the present and the forthcoming e+e -colliders and the implications of this heavy neutrino for the physics of the near fu-0370-2693/88/$ 03.50 © Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. ( North-Holland Physics Publishing Division ) ture, such as the decay width of the Z ° (and W -+ ), the neutrino counting experiments, and the masses of the t-quark, the heavy neutrino, and the next charged lepton L-will be discussed.
Lifetime discrepancy of x-and the heavy neutrino
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The measurements of the lifetime and the leptonic branching ratios of the x-have been consistently improved during the past ten years and their world average values are summarized in table 1. In particular, the measurement on the x-lifetime has been improved to a great extent recently [ 6 ] and now allows one to compare it with the theoretically expected values, using the values of the leptonic branching ratios.
Using the most recent world average of the BR(x---*e-gev~) ( =0.173_+0.005 [6] ), e-l.t-x universality gives the theoretical value of the x-lifetime, r e =F(x---, e-%v, ) = (G~m~/192z~ 3) -IBR (x---,e-%v~ ) = ( 1.593 × 10-~2 s)BR (x---}e-% v~ ) = (2.756 + 0.080) × 10-~3 s,
379 Table 1 World averages of lifetime and leptonic branching ratios of x-as a function of time (year). 
where
is the phase space factor for nonvanishing rn~,/rn,.
Thus the theoretically expected x-lifetime from e-~t-x universality, consistent with both of the reported ~ world averages of BR(x-~e-9~v~) and BR(x-~ Lt-9~v~ ), is r~h = (2.810 +_0.057) × 10-'3 s,
whereas the present experimental value [ 6 ] is ~xv = (3.03+_0.08) × 10 -~3 s.
Therefore the measured x-lifetime is clearly longer than the theoretically expected value with e-g-× universality.
~ In ref. [6] , the author advocates the use of only those data on the leptonic branching ratios that are obtained with the constraint of la-e universality, instead of the use of the world averages. We find, however, his argument rather ad hoc and unconvincing, and use the world averages of the data whose precisions have been improved consistently over past years as one can see in table 1.
To remedy this discrepancy without spoiling the e~t-x universality of the gauge coupling constant, we now postulate the excistence of the fourth family neutrino v4, which is heavier than x-and mixes subdominantly with v~. In other words, for the most general relation between the weak-eigenstates (v~, £ = e, kt, x, L) and the mass-eigenstates (vi, j= 1, 2, 3, 4) of neutrinos (for four families) 
In such a case, x-can not decay into the heaviest component v4 in v~ since m~_ < my,, and the decay rate of x-will be reduced by a factor of ( 1 -I Uz4 J 2) ~2. This implies Thus we see that I U~4I =0.20-0.32, which is of the order of the typical Cabibbo angle (sin 0c=0.22).
~2
The present experimental limits on the mass of the lighter components are: my, < 18 eV [7] , mv~ <250 keV [8] , and rn v3 < 50 MeV [ 9 ] . Since these light neutrinos are much lighter than x-, the decay rates of x-into these light neutrinos are essentially the same as into the massless neutrinos since the phase space factors are essentially the same.
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The heavy neutrino v 4 is unstable and decays through the modes V4--~'X--W ÷ , W + --*e+Ve, ~+V~, U~], ..., where W ÷ is virtual (or real ifm~4 >Mw +mr). This heavy and unstable neutrino v4 will lead to interesting physics, which will be the subject of the following sections.
Observability of v4 in the present and future e+e -colliders
The decay rate of v4 is proportional to ] U~412, and is given, to a sufficient approximation for m~4 < 50 GeV by
Y=m,/rn~4
is a phase space factor, as in the x-decay rate [ 10 ] . The lifetime of v4 is then
where is a function of m~, and is to be calculated in a manner shown in ref.
[ 10 ]. For 5 GeV<m~,~<mt, an excellent approximation to
which comes from the number of available decay channels (e+v~, ix+v,, x+v~, 3 × ud, 3 × cg) including color factors for the quarks. Following ref.
[ 10 ], we have calculated BR(v4~z-e+v~) and therefore the lifetime ~4, and have presented the result f13 in fig. 1 , as a function of my4.
~3 The lifetime in fig. 1 and BR(v4--,x-e+v~) ofeq. ( 1 la As one can see in fig. 1 , the lifetime of a heavy and unstable Va is rather short (e.g. r4~<7.1 × 10 -14 for I Usa 12> 0.042 and m~, >/5 GeV). This implies that v4 will decay inside of the detector with a very short decay length. For e+e-collisions at the center-of-mass energy of x~, a pair produced v4~4 via e+e---, Z° (virtual) ---~v494 will have a decay length
Indeed, at x/~=29 GeV, a search has been made for v4 with a decay length greater than 0.2 cm by the MARK II group [ 11 ] with a null result. This is consistent with the calculated decay lengths for x/~=29 GeV from eq. (12), l~<5.8×10-3cm for[U~412=0.042, mv,~>5GeV, 1~<2.4×10-3cm forlU~4[2=0.10, rnv4>~5GeV. (13) The null result of MARK II with 0.2 cm ~< l~< 10 cm at x/~=29 GeV excludes only the very narrow mass range of V4, 2.2GeV<mv4<3.0GeV, for IU~412=0.10, 2.5GeV<mv4<3.5GeV, forlU~412=0.042, (14) and the future search for the secondary vertex in v4 decay will not yield any positive results at all for our v4 with the mixing angle I U~412 I> 0.042 (see eq. (8) ), since the expected decay length is much shorter than the present resolution of the vertex detectors.
On the other hand, the HRS group at PEP searched [ 12 ] for the massive, unstable v 4 through the event configuration e+e -~ (V 4 ~e+X :; (v)) (9 4 -anything), where X ~ is a ~t ~-, n ~ , or K T . The reported results are: (i) At 90% CL, the present experimental limits are so poor that there is essentially no excluded region ofmv4 above my (ii) At 80% CL, the range of m~,, 2.5 GeV~< my4 ~< 5.5 GeV, is excluded due to the absence of an e ±X ~ pair in that mass range. (iii) For the effective mass of the e±X ~ pair greater than 6.4 GeV, there is one candidate event. Although this search strategy with the above event configuration is in fact much more suitable for our short-lived v4 (with a large mixing angle 0.042~< I U~412~<0.10) than the one searching for the secondary vertices, the present PEP integrated luminosity of 300 pb-1 gives the expected number of events to be 0.7, which is too small to yield a definite, positive result. This can be seen as follows: The cross section at x/s=29 GeV is a(e +e-~v494 ) = 0.36fl (3 +//2)/4 pb ~4, while the branching ratio to the discussed event configuration is BR(v4~xW~e±X~...)~6% at m~>~5 GeV ~s, and the detection efficiency for e±X v events is about 10% ~6. However, the situation will improve greatly at the Z ° resonance at SLC and LEP. With 106 Z°'s per year in these forthcoming e+e -colliders, the expected number of events is 3. 
Decay widths of Z ° and W ±, fourth family of quarks and leptons, and neutrino counting
The decay width of the Z ° will be measured with a good resolution in the forthcoming Z ° factories at SLC and LEP. This will enable us to determine the number of neutrino species and the existence of the fourth family fermions lighter than Mz/2 = 46 GeV. In this section, we consider the contributions of the heavy, ~4 For e+e -"--~Z0"-'V4V4, the cross section at the center-of-mass forDiracv4
where r4 -(mv4/Mz) 2, while the contributions from the charged leptons are given by
The contributions from the quarks are 
we also consider the contributions to 
where rr-(mf/Mw) 2 (f=L-, v4, t, t', b'),
F(x, y) =F(y, x) ==-[ (1-x-y)2-4xy]~/2[1-½ (x+ Y)-½ (x-y) 2]
for x/x+ x/y< 1,
Summing all contributions and using as (Mw) = 0.15, one finds 
or, equivalently, 2.14 GeV ~<Fw ~<2.57 GeV, 2.57 GeV~<Fz ~2.90 GeV.
The allowed region of (AW, AZ), consistent with (28) and (27) of UA2, are shown in fig. 3 . In fig. 3 we have also considered various possibilities for the fourth family fermion masses and rot, and the largest possible values of AZ and A Ware shown for each case. Note also that, from this experiment alone, the point A W=0, AZ=0 with no fourth generation particle lighter than Mz/2 (or mt < Mw-mb) falls outside the 90% CL but within the 95% CL bound.
Neutrino counting, helium abundance, and bound on the fourth family charged lepton mass
Since v4 is heavy (m,, > m, ) and unstable, several remarks are in order.
(i) The rate of observing only a single photon in the neutrino counting experiment e +e-~ yv9 [ 20 ] will receive no contribution from v4 since it will decay into charged particles, and the result will yield N,--3.
(ii) The primordial helium abundance, which is a sensitive function of the number of light neutrino species of mass less than a MeV, will receive no contribution form v4. In fact, the standard big bang cosmology and nucleosynthesis yields the best fit to the observed He abundance at N,=3 [21] . Thus our heavy v4 is "better" than the conventional sequential massless (or very light) v4 in this respect.
(iii) The present UAI bound on the mass of the fourth charged lepton, mL ~ 41 GeV [ 18 ] is not valid [ 19 ] since our v4 will decay inside the detector, carlying no missing PT. Therefore the best bound on mL if m,, > ms is mL>_-25 GeV of TRISTAN, and there exists a large possible range of mE for observing L + Lin the present and the forthcoming e+e -colliders.
(iv) The unitary matrix Uofeq. (6) is a product of two unitary matrices, U= U~ U,, where U~ (U,) is the diagonalizing unitary matrix of the charged-lepton mass matrix (neutrino mass matrix). If the prototype relation between the mixing angle and the mass eigenvalues lUg41 = I~ --ei°x~31m,,41 ~9
(where 0 is a phase) is valid, one expects 
Hence, if the z-lifetime discrepancy is due to v4, then the fourth family charged lepton L -+ is very likely to be discovered at any time in the present e+e -colliders or in the Z ° factories at SLC and LEP.
Summary and conclusion
In this article, we have postulated the existence of the fourth family heavy unstable neutrino v4, with my4 > rn~ and the dominant mixing angle I U~412 = 0.042-0.10, from the present data on the lifetime and the leptonic branching ratios of the z-. Our calculations show that present experiments would not have detected this v4, while the future detection at Z ° factories is shown to be very promising, provided my4 ~< 46 GeV. The contributions of this massive v4 and other fourth family fermions to the total decay widths of Z ° and W -+ were considered and summarized in fig. 3 . It has been shown that, if the 90% CL of the present UA2's data on Fz/Fw is valid, either the t-quark or v4 or both should be seen (mr ~< 76 GeV or mv4 ~< 46 GeV) in the near future. Neutrino counting via e+e-~yv9 is predicted to still yield N~=3, while the He abundance of the big bang nucleosynthesis will still find the number of light (less than a MeV) neutrino species to be three. The mass of the fourth family charged lepton is predicted to be mL~<43 GeV if the prototype relation between the mixing angle and the mass eigenvalues is to yield I Ux4 [ 2 = 0.042--0.10 . The present UA I bound on mL, namely mL>~41 GeV, is shown to be invalid, while the correct lower bound is 25 GeV from TRISTAN, implying the very possibility of detecting the fourth charged lepton L ± in the present and forthcoming e +e-colliders. These predictions can be tested in the near future at the Z ° factories at SLC and LEP.
